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Introduction 

• Discussions amongst governments on retail 
energy market reform 

• Transfer of retail and distribution regulatory 
responsibilities from the states to national 
regulation and rule making bodies.

• AER and the ACCC role - yet to be fully defined 
• Scope of presentation

– Focus on a number of issues raised in presentation
– Not comprehensive



Current state of play

• (Broadly) Australian retail energy market behaved in line with early UK 
experience

• FRC (electricity) 
– 3 ½ years in Victoria and New South Wales; 1½ years in South Australia
– Queensland decided not to implement FRC. 

• Standing contract prices regulated to protect small customers 
– Application varies between states 
– Performance of each state market affected by the details of retail price regulation 

arrangements.
– Not a single unified Australian retail market 

• Retail market dominated by a relatively small number of incumbent players 
• New players coming and going from the market.  
• Increase in competitive activity as new players enter the Victorian and 

South Australian markets. 



AER and ACCC Roles
• Government’s political and policy concerns 

determines overall response, roles of AER, 
ACCC and others.    

• Australian Energy Market Agreements 
– Objectives for retail energy market reform 
– National framework for retail regulation 
– Jurisdictions option to confer retail price regulation on 

AER

• Commonwealth raised possibility of states 
agreeing to phase out retail price regulation 
within COAG agreed timetable.



AER and ACCC Roles (cont)

• Trade Practices Act 
– Promote competition and fair trading and provision of 

consumer protection.  
• ACCC Corporate Plan 

– Promote vigorous, lawful competition and informed 
markets” by …supporting and protecting competition 
in recently deregulated markets and markets with 
rapid technological change”.

• Externalities from improve switching rates in 
other markets.



AER established as a constituent part of 
the ACCC

• Delivers dedicated and specialist focus on energy 
regulation 

• Commitment to effective and cooperative working 
relationship between the AER and the ACCC



Objectives of Reform

• Difference in objectives between UK and Australia  
• UK = Customer choice
• Australia 

– “Enhance the participation of energy users in the markets 
including through demand side management and the further 
introduction of retail competition, to increase the value of
energy services to households and businesses”

2.1(b)(iv) Australian Energy Market Agreement)

– But significant variation between states 
• Queensland - No FRC
• Victoria - mandated rollout of interval meters, eventually for 

all customers.



Objectives of mandated meter roll out -
Victoria

• Effective electricity competition. 
• Improved energy efficiency and conservation
• Market efficiency through more demand 

management 
• Technological innovation 
• Greater customer empowerment 
• Improved security of supply associated with 

smoothing the load profile
• Reduced ability for generators to exercise 

market power.



Context for Reform

• Load shape: 
– Increasingly peaky load shape due primarily to the increasing 

penetration of air conditioning.  
– Significant investment in peak and reserve generation and 

network capacity with low utilisation rates 
• Significance of Energy Price: 

– Wholesale energy costs relatively low in Australia 
– Retail energy prices lower then in the UK

• Energy expenditures are a lower proportion of total household 
expenditure 

• The significance of energy expenditures for vulnerable customers is 
less then the UK

– Retail energy prices rising in the UK 
• UK Climate change policy
• Australia not made significant steps down this path (yet) 



UK findings on customer switching –
translation to Australia

• Findings broadly translate          

– Energy perceived as “low involvement product”.  
– High margin “sticky customer.”
– Likely reasons 

• No significant broadly based complaints about any aspect of 
the service or price 

– Except South Australia (price rises) 
• Savings from switching perceived by many customers not to 

be large 
• Low awareness of the possibility of switching ? 
• Lack of familiarity with the various companies and brands  
• Possibly, a perception that the switching process involves 

more effort then it really does





Streamlining retailing regulatory 
compliance costs

• Major driver for the creation of new national 
arrangements 

• Important opportunity to
– review the detailed regulatory arrangements for the retail market, 

ensure the arrangements are efficient and effective
– Improve productive efficiency through reducing regulatory costs
– Capture available economies of scale and scope in retailing.

• In long term benefits primarily be in lowering costs rather 
than competition ?  “sticky customer” issue is likely to 
remain 



Response to changed pricing signals

• Some customers…. 
– could change their day to day energy use 

behaviour in response to price signals – (managing 
air conditioning, switching dishwasher on at night)

• ….but, for most of us – technological 
solutions are need…
– Feasible to influence customers decisions at the 

time they make a major buying decision ? 
– Persuading consumers to buy “smart” appliance 

• ….eg dishwasher with a time of use control feature.  



Is electricity in the retail market 
homogenous ?

• Changed view of retail energy market as 
homogeneous
– Proposed introduction of interval metering, 

liberalisation of price caps and competitive pressure 
• “Energy services" not “Energy”
• Interval metering may result in innovation in pricing and 

service offerings. 
– Part of the retail energy market may therefore be 

heterogeneous 



Distributional impacts 
• Evidence on distributional impacts from the UK reforms 

appears mixed. 
– Fears that tariff rebalancing would increase prices for vulnerable 

customers not borne out in practice.  
• “Informal regulation” (fear by the retailers of adverse publicity) ? 
• New understanding of costs? 

• Distributional impacts of price rebalancing of interval 
metering

• Regulators role  
– Most definitive contribution to reducing fuel poverty is through

ensuring fuel prices are as competitive as possible” (OFGEM)   
• Energy affordability problems 

– Requires “whole-of-government policy approach” - (ESC) 



Assessing costs and benefits of retail 
market deregulation   

• UK
– Benefits of opening up the energy market in the UK have yet to 

exceed the costs but premature to suggest price regulation should 
be reimposed”

• Allocative efficiency
• Dynamic efficiency
• Productive efficiency 



Should policy-makers seek to reduce the 
search costs or switching costs

• May be benefits in reducing the perception of 
search and switching costs
– so that either more customers will switch
– or incumbents believe they will

• Consumers need to believe that process of 
switching is not generally beset with difficulty

• May be a case for subsidising information in 
some ways to reduce search costs 

• Reducing the cost to new entrants of customer 
acquisition 



Policy on provision of information

• Policy decisions required to determine the level of effort, 
direction for national arrangements for provision of 
information to customers. 

• Options; 
– Eg nothing, “status quo” more proactive options.



A Policy Framework

• Performance of the retail energy markets should be 
against a standard of “effective competition” (rather then 
perfect competition)

• Focus should be on economic efficiency,
– Promote the long term interests of consumers and society, 
– need to be aware of other government objectives that might be provided 

to such as the protection of disadvantaged consumers 
• Governments / regulators should seek cost effective 

opportunities to reduce barriers to entry
• Aware of strategies by firms with market power to raise 

switching costs
• Opportunities to improve the availability of information to 

consumers may be worthwhile



Information provision - current position

• ESC and ESCOSA
– range of information to consumers on retail markets
– Websites that assist consumers make price comparisons

– prepare regular reports to their governments.

• ESCOSA active in providing information to customers at 
the time of deregulation in South Australia



Provision of price comparison 
information to customers in the UK

• energywatch established in 2000 to protect and promote 
the interests of all gas and electricity consumers 

• Roles include provision of information and advice to 
consumers, resolving complaints. 

• Oversees a voluntary code of conduct for organisations 
that provide price comparison services.  
– Provisions to ensure the service is independent of any gas or 

electricity supplier.  
– Suppliers can take commissions but this must not influence the 

provision of information.  
• energywatch website has links to nine private price 

comparison services.



Features of UK approach to fostering 
price comparison services

• Voluntary or commercial arrangements for provision of 
price comparison information 
– might be better at tailoring information
– better meeting customers diverse needs / interests 
– better at targeting resources 

• A code of conduct.  
– enhance consumer confidence 



Price monitoring

• More structured price monitoring function ? 
• May assist manage transition to a less regulated retail 

pricing environment 
• Perhaps similar to petrol price monitoring carried out by 

the ACCC



Informing policy discussion on provision 
information to consumers

• Better understanding consumers point of view.
– Research already been undertaken by state regulators - need to update 

and extend ? 
– Take account of externalities with other switching decisions ?

• Should not be a “one size fits all” solution across 
jurisdictions
– Role for national approach
– But situations / issues are different

• Promoting e-commerce
– Can significantly reduce costs (searching, switching, management of  

consumer – retailer interface) 
– “Bottlenecks Issues” for IT processes and systems – ensure these do 

not create competition problems. 
– Interface with government’s overall policy for e-commerce 

• Issues such as customer education, acceptance and security.    



Search for information and impact of 
privacy laws

• Privacy Act 
– Requires customers to provide informed consent to release of 

information to a retailer during the search process.  
– Level of human involvement that increases search and switching 

costs ?  
• Recognised that privacy concerns are important… but 

may be a case to carefully review
• “Open access” by retailers to certain customer data ? (eg 

consumption profiles)   
– Enable new entrants to send customers a competitive pricing 

offer without the cost of a human interaction ? 
– Privacy might be addressed in other ways, eg upfront option to 

decline receipt of competitive offers ? 



Energy Brokering

• Brokers…
– Analysis; provide advice on best product to meet customers 

needs; + arrange sign up ? 
– Simplify consumer effort
– Reduce retailer selling costs. 

• Important competitive development in the mortgage 
industry

• May have a greater role in the future to the extent retail 
energy products and services become more complex as 
a result of introducing interval metering.

• Not clear as to whether there are barriers to entry; or 
value and margins are simply too low (at present) for 
brokers to be viable.
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